
Rip The Jacker, Ambidextrous (Omni3)
Hip Hop supposed to be about endurance,
But every time you rhyme not just when you touring,
Acupuncture point or plus, is not enough,
I need more pain so I can pretend to be tough, 140
The facts too acute to repute, or debate,
My face, is a slim sleek gas mask shape,
My dream was identical seven nights in a row,
I saw a sideways 8 wrapped around a microphone,
All the parents want to do is look at the body
But, it won't happen til after the official autopsy, 150
A good psychological environment for science,
I'm memorizing visualizing peace and quiet,
Father Author Poor Pauper has poor posture,
As filthy as the collar of a dirty grave robber,
This is my unacknowledged special access project,
Time reversed waves in nonlinear optics,
The coral reef is changing from green to amber,
Scientist scramble to come up with new answers,
The truth is well within my sphere of pursuit,
But I'm unprepared to take action just like you, 160
The innate need for Canibus to be professional,
Make it difficult indeed for me to connect with you,
Greetings and Salutations, my equations are inundated with information,
Electro Cranial Stimulation,
Burn skin off face, burn face off skeletal plate,
Plasma Ray Gun is just one explanation,
Man Made Membrane roofing remediation,
Any and all entry points have immigration,
One meter beside the Hubble outside the bubble,
The effects of gravity on my muscles were quite subtle, 170
Pulsating Lights and Sounds surrounds spirits,
Bio Oral Beats, layered underneath lyrics,
88 Kilometres above the planet,
My rhymes harness a power beyond your understanding, 180
The Gods began to call me, I looked up a star fell towards me
And scorched me to a metaphor freak,
I proof read my writtens, eat a chicken with the skin missing,
Spend the whole night out binge drinking,
Rhymes compartmentalized seperatized to prevent bootlegging pirates,
Be my guest keep trying,
The bird chirps dying in the dirt because the Earth is hurt,
But not before I start cursing first,
Not so fast Mr. Iconoclast,
If you don't leave the bottle outside you can't pass,,
A lamp with no electrode will not glow,
We need some new bright ideas that we did not know, 200
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